RESOURCE BOOKS
SUMMER READING PROGRAM 2005
SPLISH- SPLASH: READ!

*Titles with asterisks are especially useful.

1001 Rhymes & Fingerplays. Totline Staff. Illustrated by Gary Mohrmann.

Aesop’s Fable by Jerry Pinkney.

Animal Piggyback Songs by Jean Warren. Illustrated by Marion Ekberg.


Chalk in Hand: The Draw and Tell Book by Phyllis Noe Pflomm.

Circle Time Book: For Holidays and Seasons Liz and Dick Wilmes.

Creating Readers by Pam Schiller.

Creative Resources for the Early Childhood Classroom by Judy Herr and Yvonne Libby-Larson.

Daily Plans for Active Preschoolers by Judy Galloway, Lynette Ivey, and Gloria Valster.

Down by the Bay by Raffi.

Do Your Ears Hang Low? by Tom Glazer.

The Frog’s Riddle: And Other Draw-and-Tell Stories by Richard Thompson.

Explorations: Educational Activities for Young Children by Lucille Clayton.


Eye Winker, Tom Tinker, Chin Chopper by Tom Glazer.

Finger Frolics: Fingerplays for Young Children by Liz Cromwell and Dixie Hibner.

*The Flannel Board Storytelling Book by Judy Sierra.

Folding Stories: Storytelling and Origami Together as One by Christine Kallevig.

*Full Speed Ahead! Stories and Activities for Children on Transportation by Jan Irving and Robin Currie.

The Giant Encyclopedia of Circle Time and Group Activities for Children 3 to 6:
Over 600 Favorite Circle Time Activities Created by Teachers for Teachers  
edited by Kathy Charner. Illustrated by Rebecca Jones.

The Giant Encyclopedia of Theme Activities for Children 2 to 5: Over 600 Favorite Activities Written by Teachers for Teachers  
edited by Kathy Charner. Illustrated by Rebecca B. Schoenfliess.

I’m a Little Teapot!: Presenting Preschool Storytime compiled by Jane Cobb.

*Is Your Storytale Dragging? by Jean Stangl.

*Just Enough to Make a Story: A Sourcebook for Storytelling by Nancy Schimmel.

Keepers of the Animals by Michael Caduto and Joseph Bruchac. Illustrated by John Fadden.

The Kids’ Book Club: Lively Reading and Activities by Desiree Webber and Sandy Shropshire.

Kids’ Holiday Fun: Great Family Activities Every Month of the Year by Penny Warner. Illustrated by Kathy Rogers.


More Picture Book Story Hours by Paula Sitarz.

*More Stories to Draw by Jerry Mallett and Timothy Ervin.


The Outrageous Outdoor Games Book by Bob Gregson.

Pocketful of Puppets: Mother Goose Rhymes by Tamara Hunt and Nancy Renfro.

The Preschool Calendar: Monthly Teaching Resources from the Preschool Papers  
edited by Sherrill B. Flora.

Primary Christmas Concerts by Carol Ogilvy & Trudy Linkham.

Splish, Splash: Water Fun for Kids by Penny Warner.

Squids Will Be Squids by Jan Scieszka.

Stories That Stick: Quick and Easy Storyboard Tales by Valerie Marsh.

The Storytime Craft Book by Kathy Ross. Illustrations by Vicky Enright and Elaine Garvin.
Terrific Tales to Tell by Valerie Marsh.

Theme-a-saurus II: The Great Big Book of More Teaching Units by Jean Warren.

*Twenty Tellable Tale by Margaret Read McDonald.

Underwater Origami: Aquatic Paper Folding For Kids by Steve and Megumi Biddle

Whoppers: Tall Tales and Other Lies by Alvin Schwartz.

With a Deep Sea Smile: Story Stretches for Large and Small Groups by Virginia A. Tashjian.